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EDITORIAL COMMENT

Paradigm Shift in Medical Data Management
Big Data and Small Data*
James B. Seward, MD

The four stages of acceptance: 1) This is worthless

assisted statistical learning (i.e., Big Data [6,7]) and

nonsense; 2) This is an interesting, but pervasive

quantitative systems biology (i.e., Small Data [8,9])

point of view; 3) This is true, but quite unimportant;

will become extremely useful for diagnosing and

4) I always said so.

M

implementing personalized evidence-based diagnosis
J.B.S. Haldane (1)

edicine is at the beginning of a paradigm
shift regarding how we store and process

and management of both overt and emergent disease
processes. The whole universe of medicine is about to
change.

larger and larger amounts of data. The

CHANGE. For more than 60 years, we have known

change in data efﬁciency will not be a factor of 50%

that clinical predictions based on the subjective im-

to 75%, but rather millions of times (2). In this issue

pressions of trained experts are inferior to computer

of iJACC, Omar et al. (3) and a team of expert

prediction algorithms (2). There is no exception to

researchers, statisticians, and practitioners explore the

this observation in more than 200 studies (9). A

fast-changing landscape of big data. As a reviewer, I

larger portion of the health care infrastructure will

am impressed by the content and narrative; however,

be able take advantage of computer-based expert

my ﬁrst impression is that the era of data informatics

knowledge and assisted decision-making. We are

will come with signiﬁcant challenges, including under-

destined to become data-dependent and computer-

standing and implementing new strategic assets,

assisted.

ﬁnding multiple experts with unique talent, and
becoming familiar the convergence of IT and data science. Before we begin the venture, we must understand
the basic features of the impending paradigm shift.
SEE PAGE 1291

value are not the same; ability to interpret and use
mentation of data itself can be challenging. Be
aware that most data are noise, just as most of the

As we enter into the 21st century, we are recognizing
that our current view of human disease based on
simple relationships has very serious shortcomings
(4,5). A disruptive change is absolutely necessary,
because our current systems are failing in efﬁciencies, reproducibility, disease prevention, and
We

necessarily equate to more information; insight and
data varies based on the data itself; and imple-

BACKGROUND

affordability.

DATA. Large amounts of data are analogous to

crude oil. More data (e.g., more oil) does not

are

informed

that

computer-

universe is ﬁlled with empty space. Data analysis
deﬁnes highly related data and converts it into usable correlations and associations. Data analytics
uses reﬁned data to impute insights into the data
function and things you may not have otherwise
known. Most important is that there is a fundamental difference between Big Data correlations and
Small Data causality.
COMPLICATED VERSUS COMPLEX SYSTEMS. Machine

learning (Big Data) is a complicated form of informatics
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(e.g., building an airplane) focused on very large vol-
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umes of data that may be analyzed to reveal patterns
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(e.g., diagnostic phenotypes), trends (risk associa-
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do?) using small data sets that can analyze data
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behavior and interactions, which are easily under-

BIG DATA USE. Big Data is designed to establish

stood (transparent), knowledge-based (validated),

syndromic patterns that streamline the number of

actionable (cause-and-effect disease management),

phenotypes to consider, but lacks the sensitivity in

and

informative

(monitor

cause-and-effect

data

change) (10,11).

ANALYTICS AND ALGORITHMS
Data analytics and algorithms enable better understanding of data-derived knowledge (12). Analytics is

monitoring cause and effect (11,14). Big Data in health
care today is largely limited to research because it
requires a highly specialized skill set and expense
(complicated type system). Uniform comprehensive
outcomes data are often missing, which can become
an obstacle to widespread adoption (4).

the general science of formulating data associations.

SMALL DATA USE. Small Data systems are user-

Big Data analytics are most commonly used to afﬁrm

friendly, requiring only an expert user developer

data-to-disease associations or correlations (e.g.,

and little statistical expertise and low cost (9). A small

diagnosing diastolic dysfunction) (11). Algorithms are

algorithm (e.g., 2 to 4 data) can deﬁne cause-and-

the step-by-step instructions (e.g., recipe) used in

effect modiﬁers, explain different disease manifes-

computing for archiving desired results. Small Data

tations, quantify risk, and monitor cause-and-effect

algorithms are used to deﬁne causality and emer-

management (8). The greatest limitation is that

gence of dynamic outcome relationships (e.g., cause

clinical medicine has had almost no exposure to

and effect) (2,9,12).

complex-type system informatics.

Deductive and inductive reasoning are 2 methods
of logic used to arrive at a conclusion (8,13,14). Big
Data conclusions impute linear deductive associations and correlations (e.g., absolute answer; 2 þ 2 ¼
4) (6,7). Small Data conclusions impute nonlinear
inductive conclusions (e.g., close enough answer;
2 þ 2 z 3.9) (11). Human intelligence is principally a
series of inferred approximations that are rarely
100% conclusive (7,13). Both humans and computers
learn more rapidly and decisively through inductive
reasoning. Deductive reasoning can provide certainty, but its scope and utility is more limited
(14,15).

CONCLUSIONS
We have entered an Internet Renaissance that dwarfs
anything medical practice has ever seen. The whole
infrastructure of medicine is destined to change.
Acceptance of this new technology will methodically
evolve (1). Prediction should not be done solely for
the sake of prediction. Without having the proper
framework in place, with a willingness to intervene
and the context for meaningful use, prediction is
really not very useful.
Some experts in the community will tend to oppose
any conceptual change. Change will mostly logically

CORRELATION VERSUS CAUSALITY. Big Data best

occur by generating additional supporting evidence

computes linear correlations; Small Data can compute

and not trying to discover falsifying evidence. As the

nonlinear causality (emergence) (11). Big Data corre-

new paradigm solidiﬁes and uniﬁes, it will replace the

lations cannot adequately imply causation. It is

old paradigm, and a paradigm shift will have

causation that actually generates a correlation and

occurred.

joint probability distribution. The future of medicine

Are big and small data informatics ready for

will use Big Data to assist in making a diagnosis and

implementation into my practice? The technology is

Small Data will direct preventive actions and monitor

ready (YES) but (NO) because the means to deliver

and quantify management of emergent disease

and interpret computer-assisted data management

processes.

has yet to be adequately developed. We’re at step 2 of

PRECISION AND ACCURACY. Precision is a measure

the acceptance cascade (1). Teams of experts such as

of reliability and consistency. Both small and big data

that of Omar et al. (3) will help us navigate the step-

models have high degrees of precision (reproduc-

wise

ibility). Accuracy is a measurement of how closely

making.

emergence

of

computer-assisted

decision-

results agree with the true or accepted value. Adding
data to a model increases precision, which can
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